State Farm Payer ID UHN39-Special Requirements for Electronic Claims
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State Farm claims can be submitted electronically using Payer ID UHN39.

Requirements for submitting Property and Casualty Claims

In Box 1a or Loop 2010BA NM109, you will have the choice, of the claim number, policy number, or the word "unknown". However, the use of the word “unknown” may delay the processing of the claim.

In Box 11 or Loop 2010BA REF 01- Y4 you will now be required to submit the Property & Casualty Claim Number this claim number is assigned to you by State Farm. Please do not add any word or abbreviation to the claim number (i.e. do not put “CLM”, “CLM#”, “#”, or “CLAIM” in front of the number).

In Box 10 or Loop 2300 CLM11 needs to be checked accordingly.

Requirements for submitting Health Claims

In Box 1a or Loop 2010BA NM109 you will be required to submit the Member ID (Policy Number). If the claim is not marked as accident in Box 10 A, B, and C or Loop XXXX; auto, work comp or other, then you will be required to supply the Member ID (Policy Number).

Provider Action:

Please make sure your claims contain the information listed above.